Cytogenetic studies in tuberous sclerosis.
A cytogenetic study was performed with cultures derived from peripheral blood, unaffected skin, and angiofibromas of four patients suffering from the sporadic form of tuberous sclerosis (TSC). Increased frequencies of unstable chromosomal anomalies were found in lymphocytes and in fibroblasts from unaffected skin of the patients. The slight increase of the overall rate of unstable anomalies observed in angiofibroma-derived cultures above that of lymphocytes and skin fibroblasts, respectively, could almost entirely be attributed to a higher frequency of dicentric chromosomes. Of the 17 facial angiofibromas from which a total of 20 cell cultures were established, nine showed a normal karyotype, while eight exhibited stable chromosomal rearrangements, among which 19 clonal types could be identified. Unbalanced forms of various translocations caused partial trisomies of the long arms of chromosomes 1, 3, 7, 10, and 15. There was no clustering of breakpoints to a particular chromosomal region, nor was one particular chromosome preferentially involved. Frequencies and kinds of rearrangements varied between cultures derived from different angiofibromas from the same patient and between different culture charges from the same tumor. Tetraploidy was not generally more abundant in the angiofibroma-derived cultures, but there were a few culture charges with exceedingly high rates of tetraploid cells. The occurrence of premature centromere disjunction (PCD), either affecting all chromosomes or only part of them in angiofibroma-derived cultures, first described in TSC by Scappaticci et al. could be confirmed.